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reading welp makes me want to throw / up into a well / same with awe 

meant / as interjection / I’d rather grip three hundred pounds / than open this 

jar / and how exciting: I’ve stayed / up for daylight / savings time to begin / 

my satellite signaled clock treating 2:00 / a.m. as lost / and the thing about 

opening windows / is I’ve got to be dressed / this Monday I do open the 

office / window you taught me how to / the swing open into the room style / 

and I instantly get corner scratched / red thin forward slash / and your father 

matches his black cane today / your mother’s casted wrist and forearm of 

pink camo / there is a break awaiting all of us / I trip ascending / stairs and 

up in time to see a young man head- / hit by restroom door on his way / out 

and forehead gripping / I feel you / I say / I feel the world is off some axis 

now / a-kilter more than any of us bruising / expect 
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after viewing Uninvited (1987) in April 2020 on my birthday-eve 

 

The past two you weren’t  

here for, but this one yes 

, but nothing once past 

midnight except 

a cat with a gremlin cat 

exiting it, the closest 

thing to birth 

-day utter: 

a bad movie 

of mutating  

to watch 

in pandemic light, 

to tick 

a weekend 

of our compartment. 

I am happy, but would’ve  

just wanted a word: 

the gift a simple first one to say it. 
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1. 

drift, sin! 

fish swallow 

something dark, o 

so pressurized 

 

 

sink.  
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2.0  

 

there is nothing lost on the Internet//not clouds//screenshots//histories//  

not really//if forensic//experts//are to be believed//nothing is//dead  

to us//we pray three//times daily//drift//up to us//in marine language//  

fish swallowed your sin//somewhere dark//God watches//us always//  

with phylacteries on//unlike our skulls//lights affixed//will exist  

even if//we never see them//sunk to a floor//down below transatlantic 

cables//reach//remains dissolved//acids swallowed//with spices//with sins//  

fed back at you tolerable//delicious//deboned and dredged//caught//hook  

line sinker//with the right weather conditions//forgiveness//to be found  

in negligible parts per billion//from neighbors//a thimble of blood//  

transports lint//to oceans//lost nothing we cast//for forgiveness//bread//from pockets 
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I tie a red thread 

around the crib 

I made with rain 

soaked pages to keep 

away the ayin hara 

for so long I forget 

to take my right 

thumb in my left hand 

my left thumb in my right 

I forget to say my name 

and proclaim my ancestry 

so I know beetles will get 

to me the bugs will bore 

through covers to catch 

home in my bones 

when I die, please 

leave stones 

inside 

my skull   
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You didn’t look like you anymore.  I wasn’t there even when I was. We were living a life of 

shadows, of echoes, and with some particles capable of switching between the two.  

“Hey,” the train conductor said, “you all right?”  I was like yes, yes, yes, I want to do this.  

Out the window, I saw these arched backs, these women working side by side in the fields, 

and then an old barn sagging under the blood and gold of the sinking sun. 

& 

More than a few women read true crime books about serial killers just to gather survival 

tips.  “OK,” they silently remind themselves, “I don’t get into the Volkswagen.”  Some 

know what a knuckle duster is.  Some were named after characters in now-defunct soap 

operas.  Some, as a joke, take selfies in the spotted mirrors of public restrooms.  Some 

are depressed on Sundays.  You want to find out if this is in you.  I’m no psychologist, or 

any other kind of -ologist, but, before you go to bed at night, look at the darkness. 

& 

I’ve given up trying to translate bird language into English.  Nothing can persuade the 

crows in particular to speak clearer, whether they’re confessing petty crimes, or 

bragging, or retelling jokes.  This might be more endurable if the dark wasn’t so dark.  At 

times I resolve to become like the drunks who, sufficiently enraged, can just shrug off 

the effects of being tasered.  Other times what interests me isn’t success, but love, how 

the next person adds onto it without knowing all its nimble and sinister tricks. 
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Clip my arid wings below  

a clutch of apterous birds.  

 

I have fallen between trying to love  

myself & the world finding me raw & spent.  

 

I smoke my fingertips in ritual fires. 

 

Thyme, grief, & an apex of suffering. 

Never feeling worthy of wonder.  

 

The world knocks out windows 

& I cannot catch my breath. 

 

Idle, dirty hands rummage for gold. 

Or beauty. I dream of being touched 

 

in spring. Bodies are holy  

& hollowed from winter.  
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I want to allow myself to bloom:  

tall & joyful, covered in summer  

sweat. Cicadas chirping loudly. 

 

I no longer blame the weather,  

expecting it to save my heart.  

 

Resting & dismantled—with fatty, fleshy  

confusion, seasoned with wolfs bane,  

chicory, or clover.  
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Wind chimes made of abalone,  

& vertebrae of tabby cats. 

Ragged poppets in each corner— 

mouths & eyes sewn shut. 

 

70s Christmas bulbs flickering  

primary colors, from a box filled  

with a dead man’s remains, chunks  

of ulna & scaphoid stop time. 

 

I collect dust in my throat. 

Palms splinter from the shovel— 

forehead sweaty. I keep digging. 

Cheeks smudged Oklahoma, red clay. 

 

I cannot unfurl roots from dust bowl 

or stolen land—Not six feet of solace 

dug, fingernails torn from clawing 

my way out of this. 

 

I wait—for the scent of honeysuckle  

& blackberries to grow wild. 

I remember uneven mounds of dirt  

my Mother predicted/promised as burial.  
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The manager called me into his office, surrounded by monuments of himself: an oil 

painting where he crosses the Wabash River in a VW Bus, the Davidesque statue holding 

a pithing needle, both coffee mugs with the signature mustache. It was intimidating to say 

the least. “Quite frankly,” the manager started, mustache quivering, “I think you’ve done a 

really great job this quarter, Frank. I’ve been talking to some of the other executives and 

I think you deserve a promotion. Congratulations!” The manager reached across the 

antique desk and shook my hand like a vice. “We’re going to be expecting bigger and 

better things from you,” he said. “You start on Monday. Oh, and let Nate know he needs 

to vacate the premises by noon. Good to see you.” The manager put his head down and 

contemplated a pile of documents before him. I was overwhelmed. My name was Nate, 

not Frank. I returned to my cubicle and confirmed there was no Frank in this office or 

anywhere in the company. I expanded my search—it seemed that “Frank” was a name that 

didn’t exist. No assassins, no beekeepers, no presidents, no one had ever been named 

Frank. “Frank, Frank…” I said. “What was that?” Nate said. He was backlit perfectly against 

a window. Sunshine seemed to be coming out of his ears. “Oh, nothing,” I said.  
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I have a small doctor who takes every inch of her work seriously - more seriously than I 

take my whole life. Her method is not entirely clear, for she seems to have numerous 

different ways about her, and these ways, far from being the right ways, are instead 

more akin to behavioural tics mimicked from those nearest to her, or those to whom she 

aspires. Some ways like to spread, while other ways remain entirely passive, dormant 

even. Or perhaps I only reason this way because I am laying on my doctor’s couch while 

she operates, and it is I who am passive?  

 

In any case, I questioned my doctor as to her medical credentials, and also the reason 

why she will only ever see me in a roadside layby after dark, (the kind frequented only 

by those long-distance lorry drivers on their way to Belgium,) and never in a proper 

surgery with white walls and lights and everything clean, diaphanous. I speculated 

whether she was ashamed to see a hopeless case like me anywhere other than this, or 

if she was just moonlighting as a doctor, and performing cheap surgery by the side of 

the road for those without the proper insurance. But after a couple minutes thinking 

about my questions, she only turned her head slightly to the left and spat on my car. 
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She disappeared after that, and I could not reckon for myself whether she had even 

finished the necessary operation before vanishing. She always disappears when there is 

something left undone! Oh, how my questions were ill timed!  I should at least have 

waited until the end of the surgery before questioning the doctor about her credentials 

and reasons - even if this does, also, sound insane. Who sees a doctor without taking 

assurances that they are really seeing a doctor? Did I even need surgery at all? Who 

prescribed this in the first place, and how did I get here? Man, I am fucked! 

 

I assume that my lack of knowledge about the aforementioned things are connected 

with the reason I ended up in surgery. I must have been in a pretty bad place not to 

know how I got here, and it didn’t sound pleasant either - the procedure I underwent; the 

sound itself was a gurgling of the kind you hear at births and deaths, but in my case it 

was unclear which of these - if either - was occurring to me. But since the unhappy 

vanishing of the doctor, I found myself in the unwelcome position of needing to patch 

myself up somehow with only what was in my handbag at the time. Somehow, (don’t ask 

me how,) I get myself into these bizarre positions that only seem to get worse and worse 

and more embarrassing as time goes along, until the situation has passed of its own 

accord, and not due to any action of mine. This operation, I figure, was supposed to 

make this process less painful.  

 

In any case, I came here specifically on account of the adjustments I find myself now 

needing to make in order to come across as even remotely normal. It is certainly 

imperative in these initial phases of my treatment to come across as normal, and not 

foreign in any way; but you can’t transplant a language, can you? Obviously, from the 

situation I find myself in, it has proven difficult to make all the necessary adjustments 

without medical intervention, regardless of how shady that process now appears. And 

she is always shady or dirty, somehow - my doctor - as though she crawled through the 
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bush or across hard mountain country, and on her knees, too. I should try it sometime, 

even though I don’t practice medicine. I don’t practice anything. 

 

“You won’t respond to any actual treatment,” she said in her low voice, just a whisper 

and some spittle, “only to the suggestion of treatment - and hardly even to that. What 

ails you is both uncertain, and the uncertainty itself. And that’s something I refuse to 

treat.”  

She hastily scribbled something on the back of a piece of damp cardboard she found at 

her feet, handed it to me, and promptly disappeared. Moving under the solitary orange 

streetlight near the picnic area of the layby, I turned to read the prescription slip; 

“I know you want me to tell you that everything is going to be alright,” the doctor had 

written in her near-unintelligible scrawl, “but you do understand how insane that sounds, 

don’t you? How can I know that? You ought to ask yourself why you need to hear it so 

bad.”  

 

On the way back into town, a flashing green cross brought me to a 24 hour pharmacy, 

but upon handing the slip to the pharmacist she told me with angry gestures she couldn’t 

accept prescriptions written on the backs of leaves, old lipstick cartons, or even on gum 

wrappers. Just couldn’t do it. She looked dead serious about the issue, and between 

sips from a martini she kept concealed beside the cash box, pointed an elongated, 

grisled finger to a sign hanging over the counter that said, in its own way, that I had no 

place being there. The lurid green cross again flashed harshly through the window, only 

this time in a different way, telling me ungently to go. Now I am in a worse position than 

when I began all this treatment, like a drinking addict laments, then drinks to amend that 

fault.  
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I must find her again, my doctor; under the shade of a leaf, or under a petal in the 

outback - wherever her lower lip protrudes, I will find her, and full of grace. All her 

fathers went into that lower lip, and all her mothers, too. I come again to the layby, make 

the necessary sign, (for requiring attention,) and wait... 

 

...I have waited for weeks together, in the past... 

 

...there is no way to make an appointment other than to stand and wait for her to come 

on her rounds, as she travels from layby to layby, joining the dots in her illegal territory 

to the disgrace of the national health system. Everyone wants to build their own little 

empires; why should she be any different? That fine, callous intellect; the dual devotion 

to care and gain; that willingness to exploit the unfortunate - ah, but not least the poetry 

of her operations. There is always the poetry of her operations. If she arrives to treat me 

it will be on account that she fears nothing at all, not even failure, certainly not the 

brutality of rejection; she comes across as though possessed, (or seeming to be 

possessed,) of untrammelled confidence, a spite written all for herself, efficacious under 

all circumstances, combinations, situations. 

 

It will only be serious when it has not been beckoned. It will only resolve - the way you 

and I resolve - under the very gentlest of pressure, very gentlest. Any more than that, 

and the doctor simply evaporates into thin air, like the moisture above your upper lip. In 

our sleep, we call out together; the treatment is rejected, and everything, everything, for 

nothing — 
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And your breath, that you were so alive to.  Like snow in the brain.  Where did it go?  

You don’t have some handle here, or some final preference for the curse of joy.  And 

there is no mind.  This mind, but there is nothing to mind.  Just a little washing away of 

birds in the bird painting.  They go and go.  Look, even the blue is following them.  Even 

the gold-wrapped gifts that you once knew for great affection.  Your shoulders are tight, 

your jaw.  They see to it that you can’t emerge from anything but being awake.  The 

fading blue swallows you whole in your lost sense of time. You follow those gone birds.  

Welcome to the beginning that never happened. Like a fact that falls away before it’s 

named. 
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Teach me to freak in your sweetness. Teach me to go dark. Teach me to groove in the 

command pose and romance the light all day long. Too much charm seems to blow over 

me like dust, unmaking me, masking me. I’m all fake-sure and scattered. I am the 

mystery of a death so prolonged you called it life. I slip. A thought and a feeling try to 

find each other, in the rain. That is the action. The setting is your over-red lips, biting in 

the dark, wanting in the courtroom of your blown out pleasure. Catch the way I meander 

through my rage? Through your burnt breath? I’m here in the far world. I’m here. Or I 

was. Anyway, I waited in a blue boat with little white lights, outside your sleep. I rang 

and rang the bell.   
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  Silence like halycon moments wrapped us                              

   like a single body...      

   separate existence than ours   

     we have distorted our old bodies with 

  shrapnel soundings of words                               

   if we navigate white spaces  

   awoken to saturated thoughts 

   somewhere between forgetting and staying                               

           like memory, aren't some memories our old neighborhood             

   it is easy to mottle hope in gray dreams 

    if we try harder than normal 
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     visible in nothingness  

 a feeling pressed  

    beneath wingless auburn leaves        

     we stand surviving thunder: thatched roofs 

    sharing histories with our ancestors 

   what's left untracing our scars 

  rise of sun, calm on shores                   

    let's relearn our reflections reveal our lies 

   like the sadness unsurfaced at aschilles  

  scaling down origins of apologies 

    we wonder is it the space 

    in geometry of dusk we 

    rested our knees 

   swaddled in sand of narrowness  
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   Some dark things stay vague within visceralities 

    when I think of you, I am haunted 

   my celestial orientations for dead music 

        of ripped roses, frozen creeks 

  what remains from memory 

   of our dipped calves , quantums  

      of wholeness stacked within 

     strangely, this ordinary life embarked               

   for winter after fall of manythings 

     drifting around us to debris 

      today, translations of all that 

   is gone is written in hieroglyphics  

     of a language from past life 

   scissoring violet mist of reverie 
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    adding in tomorrows, fire-syllables 

      let me tell you 

 i have stopped dissolving 

     tears in nightjar vocals 
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It was nothing like that.  

 

A mouse plummeting (dead) from the hole in our ceiling.  

 

My brother found a key in the bathroom floor, and then another, and then another. They 

fit the same door. 

  

A man with a lantern for a face lived on our back porch. He had always lived there; 

through eleven decades of winter. He had the sun for hair. My brother called him 

Weatherman.  

 

Sometimes in sleep the ghosts of our desires appear across town in someone else's 

clothes, handing out Evangelist literature.  

 

I couldn't have told you what haunted me then. And I wouldn't. It wasn't like that. I lived 

for a week with a tick in my thigh because I had fallen in love with it.  
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One of your spirits appears 

in the mid-afternoon. He is carrying 

a fistful of his dead grandfather's watches. “Would you 

keep these safe?” he asked. “I collected them from 

under the bed, they aren't worth much but —" 

He opens his trench coat and disappears.  

Once you cracked open a bottle of hairspray 

to drink the alcohol inside. Since then, you keep  

most of your spirits in the safe next to my father's bolt-action rifle.  

The cows lay down in the fields when they think it will rain,  

but what do they do when it's raining?  

Dear sir, I ascribe your letters, how long 

the days seem at sea. It has been 

a fortnight on the water... 

Meanwhile, we feed the neighborhood cats, their 

hairless legs and speckled gums full of diseases.  

Is this the empathy that comes from seeing 

the bleeding lips of a little god up close, 

in those acres of shivering corn?  
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1 

I have a dream  

in which Maggie  

is flat  

on the dormitory  

bed  

She is teaching us  

to float  

Gone are the bodies  

that can’t give us  

what we want  

I want a house  

I want an apology  

I want to write 

the poem  

again 
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2 

Maggie’s body  

is buoyant  

in the elsewhere  

of heaven  

I was going to be  

a saint or  

a model  

I was going to make a home 

for bees 

in my mouth  

With her body  

Maggie sweeps  

up the children they are  

balloons of sound  

How beautiful they look 

Yellow witness 

in the trees 
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 “Speramus Meliora, Resurget Cineribus” — Gabriel Richard 

 

People tend to sit     where there are places       to sit.  I sit  

next to a burning house          because it is my house.   Salamanders  

live in tongues     of fire.  My things live                in a creel of flame.  

I think that I am           my things      because they are my things.                I think  

the bunting   looks better  like this.       Smoke          enchants  

my hair.   My fingernails   are embers.        Even            arson  

is a ritual.   Even slath  is a cross. Matchstick  an evocation.  

In Willow.    Or Reed.    Or Oak.       What is bound            with intention  

and  summons the   unknown.       An altar.       A house.           That          is not  

all.  The cornice is       scalloped with ginkgo leaves.  The cornice is  

char and scorch.    And I am not the house.          I am not the immolated.  

I am       the one who immolates.        I am wicker. I am the                      interlude 

between      match and kerosene.        The carbon gurgling in lung.  

Quench and flame       and singe.           I am the wheeze of bellows.  

Coal stoke and shimmer.        Plume slick    with bubbling pitch.                      I am  

wood and brick and glass and tin.         I am the fire.         That is            not  

all. See this               peel.  Skitter and    spiderweb.          See this engulf         the dark.  

Paint       has both a texture and a color.        Cinders linger   until  

you stamp     them out.       And I am           not     the ashes.           I am  

sulfur.  I am       what steps out      of the fire.            A bird of  

forgotten plumage.     A pair            of       outstretched            wings  

          embracing                                                                                        the night.  
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after John Ashbery  

 

generic image of barn swallows plying through lazy afternoons, the trees are on fire 

still, the balaclava stays in a drawer, the strap idles. I am reaching for a phone 

an I, no, an eye that has to look outward to see 

brand building seminar, “this is not about who you are”  

in the pantry, the last of the noodles, some flavor packets 

can hysterical realism erupt on the lawn? asking for a friend 

the pietà as representation of catastrophic, structural failure 

and this too was a way of knowing, this graceless banter 

a water-stamped joke you have sent to your father, drunkenly 

I return to the museum dreaming of palm trees, what has become of the cicerone? 

behind that folder, is another folder 

leaves of catalpa spading the air with forgotten metaphor. smoke abound 

another knocking on the door, anxiety as docent, dread as brand ambassador 

sneeze guard, heating lamp. invidious consumption of desiccated eggs 

what of these draping gowns and lilting tams? don’t answer that 

because there are things we have forgotten in the flood 

I offered, without it seeming too much like a question or an invitation 

it was then that he realized, his fantasies had been groomed by others 
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and the war of grievances became performance before the fall 

in this winter, we have come to know cold, as if for the first time 

you dozed & watched where the night went, 

the faint stale smells of the early morning things 

this self-portrait with palmate frond having been brought to you by debt 

these were the last of that species, but we should be able to bring them back soon 

today, or as I was told, we must rake the leaves of the forest  

she whispered in the church, “is there any salvation beyond self-salvation?” 

in the morning, a passing. the souvenirs becoming heirlooms 

but what of the frogs or the bees or the lynx? I must chelate my toxins 

insert clipart of an outstretched palm, the sunset, increasingly brilliant 

like a thing you have known, a thing far away. look at the new clouds we have made 

and when the world came back, you were no longer there 

the ash shaking, as if swept by some ineffable hand 

and into the darkness we tread, squabbling by the last light of day 

dimming the sun: yet another forgotten metaphor. I wipe the filth from my lanyard 

say yes to emotional eating, this is the greatest time to be alive 

all in all things were taken from us, but the sea returned—for good this time 

meaning: a spirochete worming its way through being. we are each other’s pain 

when I am allowed to sleep, I dream of ideologies that will redeem my blood 
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